
Intellectual Property and Copyright  
Patch and Match Wall Repairs (ABN: 74 620 080 122) 

 

 

THE LEGAL STUFF  

 

Unless otherwise indicated, Patch and Match Wall Repairs (“We, “Us” “Ours” 

“Patch+Match” “Patch and Match” “patchandmatch.com.au) owns copyright and other 

intellectual property rights of (but not limited to) its logos, slogans, text, photographs, 

videos, graphics, any creative works and other relevant material. These may not be 

used, reproduced, copied or modified by a third party without our written permission. All 

trademarks mentioned on our website belong with the respective owners. 

Your use of our website and use of and access to any of its content does not grant or 

transfer any rights, title or interest to you in relation to our website or the content. 

However we do grant you a licence to access the website and view the content on the 

terms and conditions set out in our Terms and Conditions, Privacy Policy, Intellectual 

Property and Copyright Information and, where applicable, as expressly authorised by us 

and/or our third party licensors.   

Any reproduction or redistribution of our website or its content is prohibited and may 

result in civil and criminal penalties. Further, any copying of the website content to any 

other server, location or support for publication, reproduction or distribution is expressly 

prohibited. Should you infringe on our copyright, we are entitled to receive payment for 

that reproduction of our copyright. 

 

WHY IT MATTERS  

 

We‟re good at what we do and we‟re proud of how we do it. So proud in fact, that we are 

happy to put our name, Patch+Match, out there as the „professional‟ wall repair 

specialists. At Patch+Match, we:  

 have broad availability (even outside of business hours); 

 offer quick, hassle-free booking processes;   

 provide quality work at a reasonable price; 

 are fully insured;  

 guarantee our work;  

 are recognisable by our uniforms and;  

 are supported by an awesome interactive website and (for that personal touch) even 

more awesome humans! 

Our professionalism means peace of mind for you, our valued customers. The 

Patch+Match brand represents quality so you can be confident of getting professional 

results when you choose to use our services.  

We don‟t believe that “imitation is the sincerest form of flattery” particularly when the 

imitation is sub-standard or is done in our name. That‟s why protecting our name and 

reputation matters. By protecting us we‟re also protecting you - and that matters most.               

 

 

 


